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NEWSLETTER OF THE WISCONSIN FEDERATION OF STAMP CLUBS
By WFSC Pres. Paul T Schroeder

70th WFSC Convention
I've made attending
WISCOPEX an annual
event, and this will be
my 11th show since
moving to Wisconsin.
The first one I attended
was in Sheboygan in
1991, and now we find
ourselves back in
Sheboygan for the
2001 event.
Official business has to be done at these
shows, too, so I need to call the delegates to
attend the 70th WFSC convention . Our hosts
for all this activity are the Sheboygan Stamp
Club and the Manitowoc Philatelic Society .
This year's general chairman is Robert Matzek,
assisted by Vern Witt and Perry Harris.

Delegates
Every WFSC club is reminded to send a
delegate and/or alternate to the Annual Business
Meeting, which is scheduled for Saturday,
May 5, at 1 p.m. Delegate check-in should be
completed before the meeting is called to order,
and preregistration details are described
elsewhere on this page. All club members and
members-at-large are encouraged to attend,
understanding that only official delegates have
voting privileges .

Annual Business Meeting

Convention Delegate
Check-i n Procedure

Our Annual Business Meeting can run up
to 90 minutes, but we get a lot of work done
in a short time. In addition to elections, the
meeting includes officer, committee, and ·
special project reports. As noted in the
February ATFP, elections this year are for
the offices of president, vice president, VP
Youth Division and seven regional VPs . The
number " seven," of course is contingent on
approval of one of the proposed bylaws
amendments published in the March ATFP.
Delegates are additionally asked to be prepared to vote on another amendment also
published in that issue.
A tradition at the close of the meeting is to
recognize our deceased members with a moment
of silence. Delegates, please be prepared with a
WRITrEN list of your club members who have
passed away within the last year. Present the list
to our WFSC Secretary so those names can be
accurately recorded in the minutes .

for the third year, the winner of the
WISCOPEX Club Award will be announced .

Awards banquet

Bourse and Exhibits

Banquet details and a reservation form
appear on p , 7, This year, we'll honor two
outstanding philatelists as the newest members
of the Wisconsin Philatelic Hall of Fame. The
2001 WFSC Dealer Recognition Award and
special exhibit awards will be presented. And,

In addition to the listing of early dealer
confirmations shown on p. 7, the show will
include a U.S. Postal Service booth and special
cancel. A Bill Robinson auction is scheduled
for Sunday afternoon.

0

.

To shorten the check-in line, delegates/
alternates to the 2001 Annual Business
Meeting may preregister at the WFSC
society table at any time prior to the meeting. Just present your written credentials (a
simple statement signed by your club
president designating you as the official
representative of your club) to WFSC
Secretary Karen Weigt. She will get you
signed in and give you your meeting papers .
Delegates are also advised that the
WFSC is classified as an !RC 50l(c)(3)
organization, thereby making your out-ofpocket expenses to attend the Annual
Business Meeting deductible on your IRS
income tax returns .

(continued on p. 3)

Wear your WFSC logo button to WISCOPEX get this free first-day program!
.

Stop at the WFSC table,
show your logo button, and
pick up this year's gift: a
first-day program of the
Vince Lombardi stamp
issued in Green Bay on
August 5, 1997,
While you're at our
table, remember to light up
your home club on the
display map and register
for door prizes .

Show Calendar and Registry
List your show, bourse, auction or event
~

FREE for WFSC member-club shows non-members and all other events

classified rates for

May 5-6

June 16-17

June 23-24

September 14-16

WISCOPEX 'O I
hosted by Sheboygan Stamp Club/
Manitowoc Philatelic Society
Sheboygan Armory, 500 block of
Broughton Dr. and corner of
Pennsylvania Ave., Sheboygan (Contact:
SSC, P.O. Box 907, Sheboygan, WI 53082)

20th ANNUAL SHOW AND BOURSE
Northwoods Stamp and Coin Club
Nicolet College, LRC Building
County Hwy. G, Rhinelander
Sat. IO a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun. IO a.m.-4 p.m.
(Contact: Larry Harten, 3295 Hancock Lake
Rd., Harshaw, WI 54529 - 715-282-5636)

TRI-PEX '01
Italian Amer. Stamp Club, North Shore
Phil. Soc., Polish Amer. Stamp Club
St Aloysius Gonzaga Hall, 1435 So. 92nd St.,
West Allis (Contact: Robert Henak,
NSPS, P.O. Box 17832, Milwaukee, WI
53217 -414-351-1519)5/0I

HILCOPEX 'O I
Milwaukee Philatelic Society
family Living Center Bldg., Wisconsin
State fair Park, Milwaukee/West Allis,
1-94 & 84th St. (Contact: MPS, P.O. Box
1980, Milwaukee, WI 53201-1980)

September 29

October 27-28

WAUSAPEX 'O I
Wisconsin Valley Philatelic Society
VFW Hall, 388 River Dr., Wausau
(Contact: WVPS, P.O. Box 71,
Wausau, WI 54402-0071)

TOSAPEX '01
Wauwatosa Philatelic Society
St. Aloysius Gonzaga Hall, 1435 So.
92nd St., West Allis (Contact: WPS, P.O.
Box 13102, Wauwatosa, WI 53213)

APS STAMPSHOW 200 I
Coming to Wisconsin's Backyard

The summer ATFP
schedule is bimonthly
with a May-June and a
July-August issue.

I August 23-26 I
Donald E. Stephens Convention Center
Rosemont, IL
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ACROSS THE FENCE POST is the official publication
of the Wisconsin Federation of Stamp Clubs, Inc . , a
501(c)(3) non-profit organization and life member of the
APS since 1953. For WFSC membership information, contact
the Central Office.

ATFP is published monthly Sept.-Apr.; bimonthly May-Aug . News
of Wisconsin collectors, club news and gratis original articles related
to philately are Welcomed. The editor accepts submissions in any
format , but reserves the right to make minor editing changes to
conform with our style sheet. Material not carrying an individual
copyright notice may be reproduced only by not-for-profit organizations, provided the author(s) and publication receive credit for any
reprinted material. Unless explicitly stated by an officer in conjunction
with official WFSC business, opinions expressed by individual authors are
not necessarily endorsed by the WFSC.
Submission deadlines are for the month preceding month of
publication as follows: advertising-1st of the month; editorial

matter-5th of the month. Send editorial matter and stamp show
calendar and cover listings to: Karen Weigt, Editor, ATFP, 4184 Rose
Ct., Middleton, WI 53562 - phone (608) 836-1509
[karenweigt@cs.com]. Send ads to : Jim and Renee Seiler, Advertising
Managers, ATFP, P.O. Box 247, Reedsville, WI 54230 - phone (920)
772-4297 [jcseiler@webtv .net] . For a complete list of advertising rates
and policies (display, classified and listings), see the July-August 2000
issue of ATFP, or request a copy from the advertising managers.

President's Message
(continued/romp. 1)
WISCOPEX includes an array of exhibits in
various classes , and Best of Show exhibits from
WFSC local-level shows will compete for the
Champion of Champions title. Judges are Jack
Green, Claude Giralte and Frank Moertl.

Youth
Youth can expect special activities , gifts,
and prizes throughout the duration of the show.
Society meetings
• The American Topical Association
Chapter No. 5 will meet at 11 a.m. on Saturday
to feature a special speaker program. All show
attendees are urged to sit in on the meeting and
enjoy the program .
• The Wisconsin Postal History Society
meeting is scheduled for 10 a.m. on Sunday.
This annual meeting is open to the public and
will include a viewing of Ray Van Handel's
Sheboygan County postal history collection.
Com~ and help me enjoy my 11th
WISCOPEX . .. How many have you attended?
Stop at the WFSC table and tell me. ■

Club News
NORTHWOODS (RHINELANDER) CLUB
MEETING LOCATION CHANGE
The Northwoods Philatelic Society
(Rhinelander) now meets at the Masonic
Temple, 23 E. Davenport St. , in Rhinelander.
Meetings are held twice a month at 7 p.m. on
the second and fourth Tuesdays.

NEW HOURS FOR OSHKOSH
PHILATELIC COUNTER
The Oshkosh Philatelic Society reports that the
philatelic counter at the Oshkosh Post Office is
now open Monday through Friday from
11 a.m. to noon, and 4 p.m. to closing.

KURT ALBRECHT HONORED BY
MILWAUKEE-AREA CLUBS
Milwaukee-area clubs
will hold their 15th
annual Distinguished
Philatelist Appreciation Dinner on March
18, 2001. This year's
honoree is Kurt
Albrecht, member of
the Milwaukee and the
Waukesha County
philatelic societies .
Kurt will be honored for visibly and repeatedly
demonstrating an interest in stamp collecting as
well as working to develop interest and enjoyment of the hobby for others .
The 2001 event is hosted by the North Shore
Philatelic Society of Milwaukee, with Linda
Brothen chairing the Advisory Committee .

By WFSC Secy. Karen Weigt
4184 Rose Ct., Middleton, WI 53562
This year's WISCOPEX theme celebrates 70
years of the Sheboygan Stamp Club and the
70th WFSC convention. In 2002, the WFSC
will celebrate another 70th milestone, namely,
the anniversary of its founding in 1932.
Confused? The explanation is that in 1932,
nine Wisconsin clubs convened in Fond du Lac
for the sole purpose of forming a federation .
Thus, unlike most groups that organize first
and then stage a convention, the WFSC was
founded at its first convention.
As part of this bit of trivia, I searched the
files and discovered the birth dates of some of
our WFSC clubs . Those formed prior to 1950
that are currently on the WFSC rolls are:
Milwaukee Philatelic Society - 1899
Fond du Lac Stamp Club - 1929
Green Bay Philatelic Society - 1929
Oshkosh Philatelic Society - 1930
Rockford Stamp Club - 1930
Belle City Stamp Club - 1932
Ripon Philatelic Society - 1932
Sheboygan Stamp club - 1932
Lake County Philatelic Society - 1933
Janesville Stamp Club - 1936
Outagamie Philatelic Society - 1942
Wisconsin Postal History Society - 1942
Did I miss any pre-1950 clubs? If so, please
let me know . One of these days, I hope to get
our WFSC membership manual in order - a
publication that will include such information.

•

The ever-creative Robert J. Mather,
president of the Waukesha County Philatelic
Society, devised an amusing program called
"trader's holiday." Upon advance notice, each
member showed up at the club meeting with a
$2 minimum-value trade item . (In retrospect,
Bob concluded that the value might be increased to $5.)
The object of the activity is not necessarily
to go home with a great trade item, but to
accumulate the most points based on the
number of trade lransactions . Consequently,
bringing a desirable item to start with encourages a trade. Likewise, acquiring a desirable
item will promote a trade.
Starting at one end of the room , each
member, in tum, is given a chance to trade
with any other club member, and trade requests
cannot be refused. Points are accumulated
when, for instance, member A decides he wants
the item held by member B. The exchange is
made and member B receives a slip of paper
representing a point. If later, the item held by
member B is the subject of a trade, member B
receives a second slip of paper representing a
second point, and so on.
The activity ends after a preset amount of
time, although extra time might be needed to
ensure that a complete round of trade opportunities is concluded. The person with the
most slips of paper is declared the winner and
receives a prize. ■
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By Gregg Greenwald
Central Wisconsin Stamp Club

Collecting U.S.
Self-Adhesives
The majority of stamps released by the U. S.
Postal Service lately are self-adhesives . While
very convenient for the public to use, stamp
collectors face a special challenge collecting
unused examples. Unlike their gummed
counterparts, self-adhesives may not provide a
convenient way to separate a stamp from the
one next to it.
What is the best way to collect these issues?
Can one formula be applied to all self-adhesives? The definitive answer is "it depends ."
Let' s take a look at several recent self-adhesive
issues and their issue format$. Different
approaches need to be taken for each of the
different formats .
One final note before starting: The opinions
expressed here are just that, opinions. Collectors are free to collect however they wish
because every collector is unique . Do not
construe this article as the final word .

A question of borders
One method of collecting self-adhesives is
to peel away the stamps adjoining the single or
block wanted and then trim the resulting liner
paper. The question arises as to how wide the
resulting border should be.
Collectors who use commercial album pages
will find that the space allotted for a selfadhesive stamp is the same as for a gummed
stamp . In other words, little or nothing . Here,
trim the liner paper tightly so the stamp fits
nicely within its allotted space. Be careful not
to clip any of the teeth on the stamp.
If you make your own album pages, the
sky (or the full width of the adjoining stamps
removed) is the limit. The liner paper,
however, should not take over the presentation of the stamp on the album page . A
quarter inch or five millimeters might be a
reasonable amount of border. When hinges
are used , a slightly larger border on the top
might be warranted .

In the beginning, there were convertible
booklets
The first mass-produced self-adhesives
were definitives issued in convertible booklet
form . They are called convertible booklets
because consumers can peel away one or two
strips of paper and fold the flat pane into a
convenient booklet form. The recently issued
non-denominated Love convertible booklet of
20 is an example .

4

The important feature here is that individual
stamps cannot easily be separated from one
another . The die cuts that separate the stamps
themselves do not extend into the liner paper.
How should an individual stamp from the pane
be collected? The only alternative is to remove
the stamps around the one to be saved and then
trim the liner paper surrounding the stamp .

booklet, treat the pair as one and remove all of
the stamps around them.
Se-tenant panes with die cutting through the
liner paper may pose a challenge for those
wishing to save 20 individual stamps , each with
a border. It is possible, but multiple panes are
required. For the recently issued American
Illustrators, four panes are needed to retain the
20 individual stamps with borders.

Two-sided convertible booklets
The same rules apply here as with conventional convertible booklets . Consider removing
the stamps on the back side of the panes as well
as the stamps around the one to be saved . The
recently issued non-denominated Four Flowers
convertible booklet of 20 is an example.

Panes with die cutting through the liner
Starting with th~ Hanu]:ckah issue of 1986,
regular panes were produced where the die
cutting between the stamps extends through the
liner paper. This allows panes to be separated
into smaller units. The recently issued 34¢ Roy
Wilkins is an example.
Collectors have two ways to collect these
issues. The first, like the convertible booklets
mentioned above, is to remove the stamps
around the one (or multiple, in the case of a
plate number block) wanted. Then, trim the
liner paper away.
One point worth considering. Priority and
Express mail stamps have high face values that
collectors may not be able to use for normal
mailings . Buying extras just to have a stamp
with a border may not be an option.
An alternative is to tear the stamps apart
using the provided die cuts . To avoid damage to
the teeth of the stamps, only fold the pane back,
or away, from the front of the stamps (liner
paper to liner paper). This breaks down the
fibers of the liner paper, making it easier to
tear. Do this several times on a hard surface .
Then laying the pane flat one more time,
separate the stamps along the folded die cuts,
just like a gummed pane . Folding the pane
forward will cause the die-cut teeth to bend
upward , and straightening them back down is
impossible. Patience and practice is key here.
The result will be a collectible stamp that will
have a minimal amount of liner paper showing
through the die cuts .

Se-tenant issues
Se-tenants may have a special consideration
depending upon your collecting format. With
self-adhesives, the stamps themselves are really
not joined because the die cuts effectively
separate the stamps . The joining factor is
actually the liner paper. When collecting pairs
of the new Apple and Orange convertible

Coil issues
Two formats of self-adhesive coils have
been produced . One is from coil rolls of 100
where the stamps are tight against each other.
The other format comes from coils of 3,000 or
10,000 where a gap exists between the stamps.
The recently issued non-denominated Four
Flowers is an example of the former. The
recently issued horizontally oriented 34¢ Statue
of Liberty is an example of the latter.
In the case of coils of 100, a stamp from
each side of the stamp or stamps wanted should
be removed . Then, simply trim the liner paper.
On the gapped coils, it is not necessary to
remove the surrounding stamps as the gap can
serve the purpose of the border. If a wider
border is desired, the surrounding stamps can
be removed. I always remove the surrounding
stamps on gapped coils .

Scrap disposal
You have removed the self-adhesive stamps
from around the one to be saved, and your
fingertips are covered with stamps! What now?
Perhaps some planning is in order.
The trick is to find a suitable medium to
transplant the excess stamps on to . Something
like the existing liner paper that the stamps just
came from would be ideal. Some scrounging
might be in order to find discarded label liners
at work or at home. Discarded liners from
convertible booklets found in the post office
lobby work very well . Essentially, anything
that used to have a self-adhesive label on it
will do. Remember to always stick the transplanted self-adhesive stamps on the shiny side
of the liner.
Now ·that all of the excess self-adhesives
are transplanted, what can a collector do with
the scrap? Friends and co-workers make a
reasonable outlet. Batch the excess into
multiples of five to avoid having to exchange
pennies . Multiples of 15 seem to work the
best. Let it be known that you have selfadhesive stamps available (postal customers
usually will avoid purchasing gummed stamps
at all costs) and suggest buying from you as an
alternative to going to the post office and
standing in line . Hopefully, the convenience
factor will sway them. ■
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By Ma,yAnn Bowman
Waukesha County Philatelic Society

T-Corner

!/i.t
Sports for all seasons

Coming soon - to a club near you - the
second in a series of WFSC-produced miniexhibit pages to be used for club and hobby
promotion . This year the theme will be sports.
The pages will be distributed in your club's
mailing of the September issue of ATFP.
The idea for the project was born when a
member of the WFSC challenged the federation
to help clubs promote the hobby . As originally
conceived, a set of exhibit pages for WFSC
member-club use would be created to complement the U.S . Postal Service' s National Stamp
Collecting Month theme. For the 2000 theme,
however, it was felt there would not be enough
other U.S. stamps related to the theme - deep
sea creatures . Thus, last year, the space theme
was utilized to take advantage of the stamps that
were issued for World Stamp Expo .
This year, a similar problem was faced and
possible topics were discussed at a recent WFSC

board meeting . The conclusion was that sports
would make an interesting subject for the pages.
The plan is to create an eight-page exhibit
using stamps and covers that can be easily
obtainable by any club and its members . The
philatelic material is to be mounted on the
prepared pages , and the exhibit displayed at a
local library , post office , school , or some
other public place with the hope that it will
attract both adult and youth noncollectors to
the hobby .
Each page will have a written narrative.
This narrative will be either at the top or the
bottom of each page to allow flexibility for
mounting a variety of philatelic material:
stamps, covers, plate blocks, souvenir sheets,
etc. Although created with U.S. stamps in
mind, those clubs and members having foreign
issues that relate to the theme are invited to
include such items in the display .
The pages will be designed to suggest
different themes related to the sports topic.
There is no right or wrong way to prepare the
pages. It is up to each club to create interesting
pages for display .
Here is where you can help me. Do you
collect sports on stamps? Which sports would
you like to see featured? Can you provide me
with a listing of U.S. stamps that fit each of
your selected categories? Do you have an idea
for a unique title? Are there some interesting

sports-related tidbits that would make interesting reading information for the viewer? Can
you develop an interesting album-like page perhaps borders - that relate to the sports
theme? Likewise, are there some interesting
philatelic facts related to the sports theme that
could be used with the displayed U.S. stamps?
I am interested in member input. Please write
to me at P.O. Box 1451 , Waukesha , WI 53187 .
Attracting new blood into the hobby is a
problem facing the hobby. How can we hope to
attract new members if they don 't know of your
club' s existence? Visual stimulation can
produce results. This year, try putting this
exhibit on display along with information about
your club's meeting place and time . Don't be
surprised if you attract a member of two! ■

CLOSED ALBUM RAY VAN 1{ANDEL JR.
Ray Van Handel Jr., age 80, died on
February 8, 2001. He was a member of the
Wisconsin Postal History Society and the
Sheboygan Stamp Club. A graphic artist by
profession, Ray's special cancel designs
were used at many major philatelic events .
Ray specialized in Sheboygan postal
history, German inflation stamps , and the
first issue of Czechoslovakia.
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Bv Art Schmitz. Wauwatosa Philatelic Societv

Exhibiting and Judging

□□□□

□□□□

~~
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Some years ago, my ego took a hit when a
judge critiquing my exhibit of education on
stamps pointed out that while I had an attractive
exhibit, there was nothing of value or rarity in
it. He was half right. The most valuable stamp
in the display was Greece, Scott 370, issued in
the early 1930s. But, a stamp from Afghanistan, Scott QlO, in that exhibit is almost as rare
as the famed British Guiana, Scott 13, although
it catalogs at less the $10.
Between that show and the next time I
exhibited those stamps, I did some homework.
Consulting the American Philatelic Research
Library at the American Philatelic Society's
headquarters, I learned that the Afghan stamp
was printed in 1921 on a demand-only basis ;
hence its rarity. And, it 's almost as ugly as
British Guiana. Scott 13 . There are fewer of
them in existence than the U .S. inverted
airmail, Scott C3a.
While it's something of a faux pas to
mention the value of a stamp or cover in the
writeup of an exhibit, there's nothing wrong
with a reference to one's research to explain
why an item may be a rarity . Then the judge
has something to stash away for the future in
evaluating an exhibit .
Too often we construe value and rarity as
identical entities. Value essentially is the price
others are willing to pay for something -

DAVID ALDRICH
STAMPS
Austria
Switzerland
Liechtenstein
Canada
Baltic & Former Soviet
Union Countries

First & Third Sunday of the Month - at
Sokol-Tabor Hall, 6630 W. 16th St.
Berwyn, IL

P.O. Box 513
Arlington Heights, IL 60006
(847) 253-0085
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regardless of how many there are available.
The condition of a stamp or cover can have an
important role in determining value. Rarity is
literally how few copies of an issue there
actually are, regardless of the value placed on it.
The great philatelic learning experience is
eyeballing Scott's or some other catalog to find
out if a stamp not pictured in one's album is
more valuable than those shown. Perhaps
you've learned that most of your collection lists
at minimum catalog value. That's not an
exercise in futility; it's part of learning to
accept the realities of the hobby . It means
exhibiting one's stamps for the pleasure of

knowing and understanding that although the
stamps are of ordinary value, they have an
extraordinary place in one's philatelic heart.
As much as I've enjoyed viewing exhibits
at international venues , it's the local- and
state-level shows that "interest me the most.
Although it's true that they can be stepping
stones to exhibiting at -World-class ev~nts, it's
like the difference between most profess ional
sports participants and the high school or
collegiate players. The lower level events are
where participation occurs for the sheer fun of
it, rather than for big bucks or high international prestige. ■

By MaryAnn Bowman
Waukesha Countv Philatelic Societv

Monroe stamps having corner perforations in
the shape of a star, or that the Wisconsin
Statehood stamp contains a hidden image of a
badger visible only with a U .S. Postal Service
decoder , or that tagging on the American Glass
issue is in selective-cut blocks only on the glass
items in.the stamps. (As an aside , I noted that
not all of the issues containing hidden images
are so identified.) Collectors will also appreciate the warning after the 2000 Space Achievement and Exploration issue that the foil hologram is affixed with water-soluble gum and
may release from the stamp while soaking.
There is some new information in the 2001
edition. The technical section on stamp printing
processes includes an explanation on how
holograph stamps are produced . There are also
new sections on stamps that were used as
money, postal notes, postmasters ' provisionals
of the Confederate State of America, as well as
test stamps and test booklets .
I like the direction this 720-page catalog is
heading. It includes a lot of helpful information
with each listing plus an easy-refe_rence "Decoding the Catalog" feature.

A Review of t he 2001

Krause-Minkus Standard Catalog
of U.S. Stamps
The fourth edition
(2001) of the

Krause-Minkus
Standard Catalog of
U.S. Stamps is
expanded, improved,
and is written,
according to editor
Maurice Wozniak,
"to help you enjoy
stamp collecting."
When I reviewed the first edition (1998), I
was concerned at the length of time U.S.
collectors had been without a Minkus catalog the last having been published in the late 1980s.
With only the Scott catalog to use , its numbering system could become so firmly entrenched
in the minds of philatelists that a competing
numbering system and catalog would be a tough
barrier to break.
Although I don't see dealers and collectors
rushing to change their numbering system to
align themselves with the Minkus catalog, I am
pleased that the catalog has become a tool
worthy of shelf space. Each subsequent edition
has shown that Krause Publications (through
its catalog) is willing to grow, change, and
most importantly, listen to its dealer and
collector base .
The newest edition has over 8,000 issues
listed and priced. This includes the provisionals
and stamps issued by U .S. territories . One
feature that I had always admired about the
original Minkus catalog (and the reason it stayed
on my shelf all those "dry" years) was the stories
that accompany the stamps and their subjects.
The catalog also points out some interesting
no-so-obvious facts such as the 1995 Marilyn

I like the ease on my eyes - two columns,
type size and font that are easy to read, and
plenty of white space. I like that this catalog is
produced right here in Wisconsin; it makes me
proud. This catalog deserves space on your
philatelic bookshelf.
The 2001 Krause-Minkus Standard Catalog
of U.S. Stamps is available from major bookstores or directly from Krause Publications ,
Book Department PRMM, 700 E . State St.,
Iola, WI 54990-0001. When ordering from
Krause, remit $24.95 plus $3.25 for shipping
(Wisconsin residents , add 5 .5 percent sales tax;
sales tax requirements of various percentages
also apply to several other states .) Charge-card
customers can order by calling 800-258-0929,
Department PRMM . The catalog additionally
can be ordered through the Krause Publications
Web site at www.krause.com. ■
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Getting to WISCOPEX 'O I
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Sheboygan, Wisconsin
May 5 and 6, 2001
Commemorative cover purchases can be
made at the show or by mail order for
$1.50 each. For mail orders, send a No . 10
SASE to : Dave Smith, P.O. Box 907,
Sheboygan, WI 53082
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Schedule of Events
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Saturday, May 5

10 a.m.
11 a.m.

- Show opens
- Amer. Topical Assoc . Chapter
ti' meeting and program
12:45 p.m. - Final check-in and seating for
Annual Business Meeting
- WFSC Annual Business Meeting
1 p.m.
- Judges' critique of exhibits
4p .m.
- Show closes
6p.m .
6:30 p.m. - Awards banquet
Ray Van Handel's German inflation covers
collection on view on Saturday.

Sunday May 6

10 a.m.
10 a.m.
1 p.m.
4

p.m.

- Show opens
- Wisconsin Postal History
ti' Society meeting
- Bill Robinson Auction
- Show closes

ti' See Society Meeting details on p. 3.
Sheboygan brat fry (and
hamburgers) at the show!

Area Lodging -

make reservations directly with your choice of hotel/motel

CD

Holiday Inn Express , 3823 Germaine
800-465-4329; range $89-$175

0

Harbor Winds, 905 So . 8th St.
920-452-9000; range $49-$120

0

®
0

Grand Hotel , 723 Center Ave .
920-458-1400; range $65-$95
Fountain Park Motel , 930 N. 8th St .
920-458-4641; range $45-$52

Baymont Inn, 2932 Kohler Memorial Dr., 800-301-0200; range $69-$76

Awards Banquet
Dealers Confirmed
(as of March I)
19th Century U.S.
Calumet Stamps
JWF Stamps
Linden Stamp Service
Jim Lukes ' Stamps
& Coins
Manitowoc Phil. Soc.
Martin C. Meissner
Pete Pivonka
William B. Robinson
Raymond Vedde_r

Menasha, WI
Griffith, IN
Bloomington, IN
Waukegan, IL
Manitowoc, WI
Manitowoc , WI
Racine, WI
Cato , WI
Green Bay, WI
Cincinnati , OH

Saturday, May 5, 6:30 p.m .
Hoffbrau Supper Club, 1132 No . 8th St., Sheboygan, WI
Banquet tickets may be ordered on the following form. Pick up tickets at the WISCOPEX
Registration Table on May 5.

r-------------------------7

I WISCOPEX 2001 AWARDS BANQUET
I
I Family style meal includes tenderloin tips and broasted chicken, vegetable, dessert and coffee. I
Please reserve
tickets at $14 each (tip included) for
I
I _ _ _-__ _ _ _ _ _ __
I My check for $_ _ is enclosed (payable to Sheboygan Stamp Club)
I

I Reservations due by April 30. Send to: Perry Harris , c/o Sheboygan Stamp Club,
I
IL P.O.
Box_
907,
WI _
53082-0907
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ JI
__
_Sheboygan,
____
___
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70th Annual

Convention, Stamp Show and Bourse
of the

Wisconsin Federation of Stamp Clubs

WISCOPEX 2001
Saturday

Sunday

May5

May6

10am to 6pm

10am to 4pm

SHEBOYGAN AUDITORIUM (ARMORY)
Broughton Drive and Pennsylvania Avenue
on the lakefront
co-hosted by
Sheboygan Stamp Club
Manitowoc Philatelic Society
APS chapter 124
APS chapter l 00987
Members of WFSC

DEALERS and EXHIBITS
Junior Exhibits Welcome
FREE ADMISSION • FREE PARKING
For further information Contact
Sheboygan Stamp Club
P.O .. Box 907
Sheboygan, WI 53082-0907

